Abstract The orientation relationships (ORs) that develop when Ag films are equilibrated on more than 200 different Ni substrate orientations distributed over the standard stereographic triangle have been determined by electron backscatter diffraction. Four different types of OR have been observed, including cube-on-cube, twin-related, oct-cube (that develops only on Ni(100)), as well as a family of more complex ORs (referred to as ''special'') that arise during the gradual transition from the oct-cube to the twin OR. The importance of the alignment of step edges on the Ag side of the interface with those of the Ni substrate, in the development of ORs, has been validated by comparison with the results obtained on the large range of substrate orientations investigated in this study. This step alignment occurs in the early stages of film formation, but is also consistent with equilibrium ORs as it tends to produce minimum energy interfaces. This feature of heteroepitaxy and of the resulting ORs has not previously been emphasized.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to determine the origins of the orientation relationships (ORs) obtained by equilibrating a deposit of one face-centered cubic (FCC) metal on a substrate of a different FCC metal. The literature contains reports of experimental and modeling studies of several such FCC A-on-B systems, including Ag on Ni [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , Ni on Ag [17] , Au on Cu [11] , Pb on Cu [18] , and Pb on Ni [19] . Thus far, experimental investigations have focused on B-substrates with low-index surfaces oriented along (111) and (100) crystallographic planes. Detailed studies of B-substrates with a (110) surface orientation have also been reported for Ag on Ni [5, 6, 11, 12] . Both experiments and computer simulations have been performed and compared on these three low-index substrate orientations. It is important to mention that previous experiments have been performed by two different approaches, either by ''heteroepitaxial'' growth or by the particle rotation method [20] .
Literature reports indicate that on these low-index substrate orientations, the most important parameter for determining the resulting OR is the difference in atomic size between the A and B species. When the A species is equilibrated on B(111), it adopts an OR in which A{111}// B(111), with either a cube-on-cube or a twin-related OR [6] . In contrast, on B(100), either a cube-on-cube OR with A(100)//B(100), or a so-called oct-cube OR with A(111)// B(100), has been reported [6, 13] . Furthermore, the results of some simulations have indicated that the oct-cube OR is more likely when the atomic size of the A-component is much larger than that of the B-component [17] . For Ag on a Ni (110) substrate, Allameh et al. [11] report a cube-oncube OR.
We have chosen to investigate the Ag-Ni system because of the negligible mutual solubility of these components. Also, since the lattice parameter of Ag is larger than that of Ni by about 16 %, it is expected that the observed ORs will reflect the effects of lattice mismatch. One important difference between the present work and that of previous studies is that we have equilibrated Ag on a polycrystalline Ni substrate in order to investigate the ORs that develop on a large number of Ni surface orientations, spanning all distinguishable orientations. Finally, it is important to mention that in parallel with this experimental study, molecular dynamics computer simulations of Ag equilibrated on Ni substrates of various orientations have been performed. These are reported in the companion paper [21] and have been very useful in pointing to step alignment as an important feature of OR development that has not previously been emphasized.
Experimental procedures
Polycrystalline Ni substrates with grains of surface orientations spanning the range of distinguishable orientations were prepared as follows. Samples with dimensions of about 8 9 5 mm were produced by cold-rolling a 3-mm diameter 99.999 % pure Ni rod to 1 mm in thickness. They were then polished with an alumina slurry down to 0.1 lm, and recrystallized in a horizontal silica-tube furnace for 2 h, at 1023 K, under a flow of Ar ? 5 % H 2 . Such annealing produces Ni grains which range in size from 10 to 100 lm, and have no significant orientation texture. Larger grains could be obtained by longer annealing, but the sample surface then developed a strong (100) texture that was not convenient for the purposes of our experiment. Ni substrates with the greatest variety of grain surface orientations were transferred to a vacuum chamber operated at a pressure of 10 -8 Pa for Ag deposition by e-beam evaporation from a 99.99 % pure target. The Ni sample was first annealed at 400 ± 20 K for 1.5 h, in situ, and then a 25-nm thick Ag film was deposited on its surface at *413 K.
The orientations of the substrate Ni grains and of the deposited Ag grains were determined by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Automated EBSD mapping was performed in a FEI Quanta 200 FE ESEM equipped with an EDAX/TSL orientation system and a Hikari high speed EBSD detector. The data were collected at 20 kV at a sample tilt of 70°relative to normal incidence of the electron beam, at a working distance of 10 mm. All the data were processed with the OIM-TSL software. Figure 1 presents typical maps of the same region of the polycrystalline Ni sample before and after Ag deposition. These maps are inverse pole figures (IPFs) in the (001) and (010) directions of the reference frame of the microscope, which are in the surface normal and in an in-plane direction of the substrate, respectively. The color code is given in the standard stereographic triangle (SST) to the right of Fig. 1 . The two IPF maps of the film show that the shapes displayed by the features of the Ag deposit match those of the Ni, grain by grain. This indicates that all the Ag grains of the film located on a given Ni grain have essentially the same orientation. However, they contain defects which appear as pixels of different colors. Actually, as shown in Fig. 2a , the Ag film on each Ni grain is neither flat nor continuous. Rather, it consists of facetted nano-grains with sizes ranging from 50 to 300 nm. Such a microstructure explains the defects in the IPFs of the Ag film that is apparent in the Ag maps of Fig. 1 .
While the Ag grains of the film seem to be already well oriented on each of the Ni grain surfaces in Fig. 1 , the OR between Ni and Ag cannot precisely be determined from such images. This is because there is a small misorientation between the sample before and after Ag deposition that occurs when the sample is remounted on the microscope stage. In order to measure the Ag and the Ni orientations simultaneously and thus determine the orientation relationship with maximum accuracy, well-dispersed Ag particles on Ni grains were produced by annealing the sample at 923 K for 2 h under an Ar ? 5 %H 2 flow in the silicatube furnace, as previously done for the Cu/sapphire system [22] . Annealing produces Ag particles ranging in size from 500 nm to 1 micron, depending on the Ni grain surface orientation as shown in Fig. 2b . The Ag particles consist predominantly of faceted single crystals, although some twinned Ag polycrystals are also observed. In such samples, the Ag particles and the Ag-free Ni surfaces between them are large enough for their orientations to be determined simultaneously by EBSD. Figure 3a presents a secondary electron image that shows a region with Ag crystals on nine Ni grains. An IPF(001) map of six of these Ni grains with their Ag crystals is shown in Fig. 3b . The black regions of this map are unidentifiable because of shadowing by the Ag crystals [18, 22] . The ORs of Ag on more than 200 Ni grains were acquired during several EBSD sessions, separated by sample removal from the microscope. In order to correct for any misalignment of the sample between two sessions, each dataset included one Ni(100) grain (i.e., with a (100) surface plane) which was used as a reference for realigning the sample z-direction of the microscope with the [100] direction of this Ni grain. Ni(100) grains can easily be recognized by the meandering finger-like shape of their Ag crystals, as seen in Fig. 3b .
A semi-quantitative comparison of some of the orientation data of the Ag film deposited at *413 K (from figures such as Fig. 1 ) and of the Ag crystals obtained after annealing at 923 K (from figures such as Fig. 3 ) does not reveal any significant changes in the Ag orientation from the annealing process, within the misalignment error that results from sample repositioning in the EBSD-SEM. This means that the Ag deposition at *400 K already produces Ag grains with an equilibrated OR, and that the annealing treatment does not significantly change the OR of Ag on Ni.
The experimental error on the absolute orientation of the Ni surface is estimated to be of the order of ±3°, while the error on the orientation relationship between the Ag film and the Ni substrate is expected to be less than ±0.5°.
Results

General picture of OR distribution
The ORs of the Ag crystals on each Ni(hkl) grain were determined from the EBSD patterns of Ni and Ag, and the corresponding Euler angles provided by the OIM-TSL software. Figure 4a summarizes the overall picture of the distribution of the preferred ORs in the form of a SST which displays the *200 Ni substrate orientations for (1) A cube-on-cube OR, which will be referred to as OR(C), is displayed by Ag on the Ni surfaces with orientations that lie in the (210)- (111)- (110) which compare the locations of the h110i poles of Ni and Ag. Only the poles in the northern hemisphere are displayed. Each of these PFs, labeled by the Ni(hkl) substrate surface plane, displays the h110i poles of the Ni(hkl) grain (blue round symbols) and the h110i poles of the corresponding Ag crystals (square symbols). The square symbols may be of different colors when they refer to different Ag ORs. Red square symbols correspond to the preferred (most frequent) OR.
One notable result is that, independent of the orientation of the Ni(hkl) substrate grain, at least one of its h110i poles lies very close to a h110i pole of each Ag crystal on that Ni surface. Furthermore, these close-to-coincident h110i orientations lie systematically either on the outer circle of the PF or close to it, i.e., they either lie in, or close to, the plane of the Ni/Ag interface. When coincident poles lie on the outer circle of the PF they may appear twice at diametrically opposite locations, the second appearance representing the inverse direction of the first. Those occurrences have been highlighted in the PFs of Fig. 4b by enclosure within a red circle. If the coincident poles lie within the outer circle of the PF, then the inverse direction lies in the southern hemisphere, and is not plotted; however, we have marked the location of the inverse pole by an empty red circle. A computer program was used to calculate the smallest angle, c, between all possible h110i directions of a Ni(hkl) grain and those of its associated Ag crystals, from the Euler angle data recorded during the EBSD experiments [23] . The average value of c for the Ag crystals lying on *200 Ni grains, distributed throughout the SST, is 0.85°± 0.8°. A similar result was observed in the simulations reported in the companion paper [21] , although the coincidence between Fig. 3 a Secondary electron image of a region with nine Ni grains and their associated Ag crystals. This image has been corrected for sample tilt in the microscope. b Orientation map of the outlined portion of (a). At the bottom right, a Ni(100) grain (red) can be recognized by its meandering finger-like Ag(111) crystals (blue). On most of the other Ni grains, the color of the Ag crystals is close to that of the underlying Ni grain, and the black regions next to each Ag grain are unidentifiable because of shadowing by the Ag crystals due to sample tilt [18, 22] (Color figure online) two h110i poles in the present experimental results is even closer than that observed in the results of the simulations. This coincidence of h110i poles will be discussed in detail in the ''Discussion'' section.
OR(C)
OR(C) is illustrated in the h110i PFs for the Ni(12 10 3) and Ni(16 15 1) substrate orientations in Fig. 4b . An exact Ni(110)-oriented substrate is absent from our data. The closest Ni orientation, Ni (16 15 1), is a few degrees off (110), as shown in Fig. 4a .
The experimental deviation from a precise cube-on-cube OR is shown in Fig. 5a for the Ni orientations previously identified by purple symbols in Fig. 4a. In Fig. 5a , purple symbols are reproduced from Fig. 4a , and the square red symbols identify the Ag orientations. Several corresponding pairs of Ni and Ag orientations are connected by lines to illustrate the extent of deviation from OR(C), which ranges from 0°to *5°. The magnitudes of these experimental deviations are also generally consistent with those obtained in the simulations of the companion paper [21] , and reflect tilt and/or twist misorientations about the common h110i direction, presumably due to the lattice Fig. 4 a SST 
OR(T)
OR(T) is illustrated in the h110i PFs of Ni (12 7 4) and Ni (16 14 11 (8 7 7) and the Ni(16 14 11) substrate orientations, which are close to (111), can serve to extrapolate the OR to Ni(111). Thus, it is expected that the OR at Ni(111) will be OR(T) or OR(C), or a combination of both. This is consistent with the findings of the companion paper [21] . OR(T) also identifies Ag crystals that are in twin relation to other Ag crystals, in cases that are labeled as belonging to OR(C), even when they are slightly misaligned with respect to the Ni substrate. For the Ni substrate orientations shown as light blue points in Fig. 4a , OR(T) and OR(C) are present with approximately equal frequency.
OR(O)
OR(O) is illustrated in the h110i PF of Ni(100). The Ag crystals adopt a (111) interface plane, the in-plane h110i directions of which are parallel to one of the two possible h110i Ni directions that lie in the Ni(100) surface, i.e., there are two possible variants of the Ag orientation. One of these variants corresponds to the red squares in the h110i PF for the Ni(100) substrate of Fig. 4b . In addition, each variant can have a twin-related OR (orange squares). This OR is consistent with previous findings [6, 13] . In practice only one major variant is observed, because the orientation of the Ni substrate is never exactly (100) and will tend to display predominant steps along one of the two h110i directions that lie in the Ni(100) substrate surface. This presence of steps leads to alignment of the h110i steps on the Ag side of the interface, as observed in the companion paper [21] . The two possible variants and their twins appear on the h110i PF of Ni(27 4 1) (which is close to Ni(100)): the major variant is shown as red square symbols and the other three as orange, yellow, and green squares.
OR(S)
Examples of h110i PFs for the OR(S) family of ORs, which involve a gradual transition from OR(O) to OR(T), are displayed in Fig. 4b . These include Ni(10 1 1), Ni(26 9 8) (which is close to Ni (3 1 1) ), Ni(17 10 10), and Ni(8 7 7), all of which lie on, or very close to, the (100)-(111) edge of the SST. Ni substrates with surfaces oriented along (27 4 1), (7 2 1), and (3 1 0) are also examples of OR(S). In these cases, the coincident h110i poles do not lie in the plane of the interface, but are the h110i poles with the smallest separation from the outer circle of the PFs, i.e., the coincident h110i directions lie close to the interface plane.
The experimental results for all Ag crystals which display OR(S), together with the corresponding Ni substrate orientations (i.e., those orientations shown in blue in The OR(S) family of orientations cannot readily be described by the simple types of expressions that have been used above to describe OR(C), OR(T), and OR(O). Consequently, a more complete description of OR(S) is deferred to the ''Discussion'' section.
Discussion
The simple orientation relationships: OR(C), OR(T), and OR(O)
The companion paper [21] has investigated the ORs that develop for Ag, on Ni substrates of 12 different orientations, by molecular dynamics simulations performed at approximately the same temperature as the annealing temperature used for the samples in the current experiments. Those simulations focused mainly on substrate orientations along the edges of the SST. In general, there is good agreement between the ORs obtained by simulations with the present experimental results. The principal discrepancy occurs in the region of orientation space, where experiments show a predominant OR(C), but where the simulations typically display both OR(C) and OR(T) in comparable proportions. This could be the result of an under-estimate of the twin boundary energy of Ag by the embedded atom method (EAM) potentials used in the simulations, since a low twin boundary energy could lead to a greater proliferation of twin-related Ag variants.
Correlation for the OR(S) on Ni substrates lying along the (100)-(111) edge of the SST As mentioned above, the OR(S) family arises because of a transition from OR(O), where the Ag/Ni interface consists of Ag(111) parallel to Ni(100), to OR(T) where Ag(11 1) is parallel to Ni(111) at the interface. A correlation has been presented in the companion paper [21] to describe the evolution of this transition for Ni interface orientations along the (100)-(111) edge of the SST. This correlation predicts that as the Ni substrate orientation changes by an angle of 54.7°from (100) to (111) by rotating about [1 10 ], the Ag orientation undergoes a change of 70.5°from (111) to (11 1) by rotating about [01 1], i.e., from the SST into the adjacent stereographic triangle. If h is the angle between the Ni(hkl) interface orientation and Ni(100) along the (100)-(111) edge of the triangle, and / is the angle between the Ag(hkl) interface orientation and Ag(111), along the (111)- (11 1) arc of the stereographic projection, then the correlation indicates that
where the value of 15.8°(70.5°-54.7°) represents the misalignment between Ni(111) and Ag(11 1) when OR(O) prevails on Ni(100), and conversely, the misalignment between Ni(100) and Ag(111), when OR(T) prevails on Ni(111).
Equation 1 was found to conform to the results of the simulations of the companion paper, but a better test of that correlation can be obtained from the present experimental results, where a much greater number of Ni substrate orientations have been investigated. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the experimental values of /, with the values of / computed by Eq. 1. The good agreement obtained in Fig. 6 provides convincing validation for the correlation of the companion paper [21] .
The correlation predicts that some of the Ag orientations that correspond to Ni substrate orientations along the (100)-(111) edge of the SST will fall in the adjacent stereographic triangle. However, to avoid any possible confusion, all Ag orientations belonging to OR(S) have been reflected back into the SST in Fig. 5b .
Finally, it should be mentioned that although it is relatively simple to construct a correlation to account for the variation of OR(S) for Ni substrate orientations that lie on the (100)-(111) edge of the SST, where one can limit consideration to only two sets of Ni and Ag interface planes, it becomes considerably more complicated to apply such a correlation to cases where OR(S) develops on Ni substrate orientations that lie within the SST. 
OR(S) and interface step-edge alignment
The principal conclusion of the companion paper [21] is that the ORs observed in the Ag-Ni system develop as the result of an alignment at the interface of the step edges of the Ag crystals with those of the Ni substrate, which occurs during the early stages of deposition. That such alignment which also tends to lead to minimum energy interfaces has been demonstrated in a few specific cases of Ag/Ni interfaces (see companion paper [21] ), but is also reasonable when considered by analogy, for example, with twist grain boundaries (GBs). In the case of symmetric twist GBs, when steps are aligned at zero twist, both the grain boundary and its energy vanish. The GB energy increases with increasing twist angle due to the formation of a dislocation array at the interface, the density of which increases with twist angle. In the case of asymmetric twist GBs, which contain a tilt component, the GB and its energy do not vanish at zero twist, and the energy increases further with increasing twist angle [24] . In the case of an A/B interface, where the lattice parameters of A and B differ, an array of interfacial dislocations already exists at zero twist angle, in order to accommodate lattice mismatch. As the twist angle increases, the crossing of steps leads to an increased density of localized distortions at step intersections that tend to increase interfacial energy [21] , beyond that already present at zero twist angle (this is analogous to asymmetrical twist GBs). Thus, step alignment is also, more often than not, consistent with minimum energy interfaces in the case of A/B interfaces.
The present experimental study has investigated the ORs of Ag on Ni for many more substrate orientations than was readily feasible by computer simulations. It therefore offers an excellent opportunity to test the observation reported in the companion paper [21] that step alignment on both sides of the interface plays an important role in OR development. For that purpose, one needs to define the step-edge directions on both the Ni-and Ag-terminating surfaces at the Ag/Ni interface. This can be accomplished by making use of the terrace-ledge-kink (TLK) model of surfaces [25] . In this framework, it is first necessary to define the possible orientations of the micro-facets that can act as terraces, ledges, and kinks. This has been done here by making use of the micro-facet decomposition scheme of van Hove and Somorjai [26] , in which one may pick any three microfacets whose normals are linearly independent vectors. We choose the (111), (11 1) , and (100) orientations because the third corner of our SST, the (110) orientation, may be viewed as being composed of (111) and (11 1) micro-facets. The crystallographic direction of steps can be calculated for a given (hkl) interface orientation of either Ag or Ni within the SST, by a cross product of the vector normal to (hkl), H, with the vector normal to the terrace micro-facet orientation, T. As has been shown by van Hove and Somorjai [26] , the terrace orientation of an (hkl) surface is given by the micro-facet containing the largest relative number of atoms, the ledge orientation is given by the micro-facet with the second relative largest number of atoms, and the kink orientation is given by the micro-facet with the smallest relative number of atoms. The relative numbers of atoms in the three types of micro-facets, N(111), N (11 1) and N(100) may be expressed as [26] N 111 ð Þ : Nð11Þ : N 100
After identifying the terrace orientation by Eq. 2, the step direction, S, may be obtained from the cross product:
It should be noted that the step direction only coincides with the ledge direction when no kinks are present, i.e., when the relative number of atoms of the third ranking micro-facet in Eq. 2 is zero. This only occurs for (Ni or Ag) interface planes with orientations that belong to (100)-(111) or the (111)-(110) edges of the SST. In both of these cases, the step edges are parallel to a h110i direction.
As mentioned above, the EBSD data obtained from the experiments yield three Euler angles for each Ni substrate grain and its associated Ag crystallite orientations. These can be used to form the orientation matrices for Ni and Ag [27] and hence to obtain the interface (hkl) planes in each case. The interface planes can in turn be used to identify the step orientations by means of Eq. 3. Such an analysis has been performed for the *80 cases that display OR(S), since in the cases where OR(C) prevails, the steps on both sides of the interface are necessarily aligned. The results show that the steps on the Ag and Ni sides of the interface are indeed close to parallel, within an average angle of 1.0°± 3.8°, thereby providing strong support for the importance of step alignment in OR generation observed in the companion paper [21] .
OR(S) and the alignment of h110i directions
In ''Details on the observed ORs'' section, it was pointed out that the experimental results indicate a good alignment between a pair of Ni and Ag h110i poles, when the h110i directions lie either in the plane of the interface, or close to it. Indeed, there is a close connection between alignment of close-packed directions and step-edge directions, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The figure is a schematic of the top view of a high-index Ni surface that displays a kinked step, together with Ag atoms attached to the step edge. The presence of kinks on the Ni step will cause it to deviate from the close-packed h110i ledge directions. The step direction of the attached Ag atoms will generally be close to the direction of the Ni step, but will deviate somewhat due to size misfit. Since the Ni and Ag steps will consist partly of h110i ledge segments, the h110i directions in Ni and Ag will also be approximately parallel.
Final comment on OR(S)
The correlation of Eq. 1 indicates that the appropriate scaling factor for the relationship between the Ni substrate orientation along the (100)-(111) edge of the SST and the corresponding Ag orientations along the (111)-(11 1) arc of the stereographic projection involves an angle of 15.8°. This angle reflects the relative rotation of Ni and Ag orientations that occur in OR(S) during the transition from OR(O) to OR(T). We have computed the angle, a, between Ni(100) and the closest Ag{111} plane, as well as the angle, b, between Ni(111) and the closest Ag{111} plane, from the Euler angles that emerge from EBSD measurements, for all Ni substrate orientations which display OR(S). We find that a and b both have a range of 0 to *16°, and that the sum, a ? b, averages to 16.1°over the whole OR(S) family of ORs. Thus, although it has not been possible to provide an expression to describe the family of OR(S), the whole transition from OR(O) to OR(T) occurs through small adjustments in misorientation that are consistent with Eq. 1, i.e., the behavior displayed by the OR(S) for Ni substrate orientations that lie along the (100)-(111) edge of the SST.
Summary and conclusions
The ORs that develop when Ag is equilibrated on Ni substrates have been studied on polycrystalline Ni by EBSD, thereby enabling the ORs to be determined for some 200 Ni substrate orientations, uniformly distributed over orientation space. This is the first time that ORs beyond the three low-index corners of the SST have been investigated in the widely studied Ag-Ni system. The accuracy of OR measurements by EBSD has been maximized by partially dewetting the Ag film, without altering the OR, so as to allow simultaneous access by the EBSD technique to both Ag crystals and the Ni substrate. Four different types of ORs have been identified as follows: a cube-oncube OR, a twin-related OR where the Ag orientation is either in twin relation to the substrate or to other Ag crystals, an oct-cube OR in which the Ag adopts a (111) interface plane on Ni(100), and a family of special ORs which collectively represent transitions from the oct-cube OR to the twin-related OR, under the constraint of step alignment.
The very large set of data obtained in this study supports the observation in the companion paper [21] of the pervasiveness of step alignment across the Ag/Ni interface, and thus provides strong support for its validity. The possibility that step alignment plays an important role in OR generation deserves to be tested on other classes of interfaces to determine whether it has more general validity for hetero-epitaxy in A-B systems, even when A and B have different structures or belong to different materials classes, such as metal/metal-oxide or metal/semi-conductor.
